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Block Play

       Rainbow Bricks - 36 pieces
Giant visually stunning building bricks made from 
beautiful rubberwood with colourful transparent 
acrylic inserts� Can be used for building and 
stacking with double and half sized bricks� The 
set includes 36 pieces (24 large, 12 small) with 
rounded corners and colourful inserts (red, green, 
blue, yellow, clear and mirror)� Children will hold 
them up to their eyes to see the world in different 
colours� Can also be used for colour mixing and on 
a light box� 
Set of 36 bricks | Largest bricks measure 200 x 75 x 
75mm

CM-73380 | $324.90

       Giant Floor Unit Blocks Value Set  
- 162 pieces
Solid rubberwood unit building blocks encourage problem solving, 
enhance social and perception skills, promote shape and size 
recognition, and teach basic maths and science skills� The blocks 
have a smooth sanded finish and are based on a unit measurement 
of 31mm� 
Ages 2+ | 162 pieces 

CL-162B | $364.90

       Alphabet Unit Blocks - Set of 26
Practice the alphabet one block at a time! Exclusively 
designed for learning and building, this set of 26 large, 
solid wood blocks has one of each alphabet letter� 
Ages 2+ | 26 pieces | Blocks measure 127 (L) x 31 (W) 127mm (H)

CL-ALPHABLK | $139.90

       Giant Building Bricks  
- 40 pieces
Made for educational use, these heavy-
duty cardboard bricks have a special 
corrugated construction for durability, yet 
they’re light enough for a child to carry 
several at one time�  Set includes 8 large 
bricks, 8 medium bricks, 24 small bricks� 
Ages 2+ | 40 pieces | Large bricks measure 
30cm (L)

CL-40BT | $76.90

Prices exclude GST
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Standard Unit Blocks - 60 pieces
With blocks, the possibilities are endless! These 
beautifully crafted traditional blocks are ideal for 
stacking, building and hands-on creative learning� 
Sixty natural-finish, smooth-sanded hardwood 
unit building blocks are packaged in a handsome 
wooden crate for easy storage� Ideal for building, 
balancing and hands-on early-maths learning, 
these traditional unit blocks are  great value! 
Ages 3 to 8 | 60 blocks | Up to 37cm

MD-0503 | $109.90

Architectural Unit Blocks - 44 pieces
Design an architectural masterpiece with this set of forty-four 
hand-scrolled and turned wooden blocks in eleven different 
shapes� This natural finish, smooth-sanded hardwood block set is 
packaged in a handsome, wooden crate for easy storage� Great 
value! 
Ages 3 to 8 | 44 blocks | Up to 37cm

MD-4201 | $135.90

       Tabletop Unit Block Set  
- 110 pieces
Solid rubberwood unit building blocks encourage 
problem solving, enhance social and perception skills, 
promote shape and size recognition and teach basic 
maths and science skills� Smooth, sanded finish� All 
blocks are based on a unit measurement of 31mm� 
This base unit measurement gives each set complete 
uniformity for successful “architecture�” This set is a 
wonderful combination of tabletop size blocks and 
blocks that are a little larger in size� Smallest block 
measures 31mm and the largest measures 139mm� 
Ages 2+ | 110 pieces | Largest pieces measure 139mm

CL-110B | $154.90

       Wooden Tabletop Blocks 
- 100 Pieces
Have a block party with these 100-piece set of colourful 
wooden blocks! These beautiful, solid wood, high quality 
blocks come in a variety of shapes including triangles, 
rectangles, pillars and ramps� 
Ages 3+ | 100 pieces | Sizes range from 57mm to 120mm

CL-BLOCK100 | $86.90
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Mental Blox Critical Building Game
Put on your critical-thinking caps and fire up strategic 
problem solving skills! Recreate a hidden arrangement 
or listen to verbal instructions� These endlessly 
enjoyable blocks mean brain-boosting business! The 
activity cards provide children with examples of what 
to build and children can recreate what is on the card 
or give verbal instructions to a partner or a group� 
Play 1n teams or with the whole class�  Activity guide 
included� 
Ages 5+ | 20 chunky plastic blocks & 20 activity cards  
 Blocks measure 5cm | One or more players

LER-9280 | $48.90

Mental Blox 3-D Building Game
Get ready for some puzzle solving fun!  This 
brain-boosting, make-you-think, point-of-view 
game challenges players to build 3-D puzzles from 
different visual perspectives�  Forty double-sided 
cards feature the puzzle on the front and the 
solution on the back�  With three levels of play, 
this puzzle game is a sure way to sharpen spatial 
visualisation, critical thinking and problem solving 
skills�  Activity guide included� 
Ages 5+ | 15 colourful blocks | Largest piece measures 
11.4cm | One or more players

LER-9284 | $48.90

Includes 40 
double-sided 

cards!

       Mental Blox - On the Go
Critical thinking - on the go! Set of 20 pieces includes 
3-piece storage case with removable tray, 16 puzzle pieces 
and a puzzle book with 10 different types of games and 
puzzles�  Multiple types of critical thinking challenges 
offer a vareity of play options� 
Ages 5+ | 1-2 players | Size 16cm

LER-9286 | $24.90

       Engineered To Build Blocks 
Identify, compare and contrast objects by attributes 
(shape, size, colour) to develop vocabulary, mathematical 
reasoning and logical thinking skills� The pattern cards 
come in 3 skill levels providing opportunities for children 
to construct 3-D structures from 2-D photographs�  
Includes 18 colourful wooden blocks in 7 shapes, 25 
pattern cards and cloth storage bag� 
Ages 3+ | 44 pieces | Sizes range from 57mm to 120mm

CL-NERDBLK | $46.90

Prices exclude GST
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Mobilo Sets
The strong plastic pieces clip together securely�  All pieces are non-toxic and 
washable and come in a sturdy storage bucket�        
Ages 3+

MOB-LB | Starter Set: 156 Connector Pieces and 78 Geometric Pieces | $163.50

MOB-GB | Giant Set: 312 Connector Pieces and 104 Geometric Pieces | $256.50

Mobilo Geometric Pack
These strong plastic pieces are easy to 
grip and clip together�        
Ages 3+ | 26 pieces

MOB-100 | $36.50

Mobilo Large Wheels
These strong plastic pieces are easy to 
grip and clip together�        
Ages 3+ | Set of 12 wheels with adapters

MOB-LW | $45.90

Mobilo Figures
These figures encourage social play with Mobilo construction�        
Ages 3+ | Set of 6 | Largest figure 5cm (H), smallest figure 4cm (H)

MOB-127 | Light Family | $32.50

MOB-128 | Brown Family | $32.50

Mobilo Connector Pack
These strong plastic pieces are easy to 
grip and clip together�      
Ages 3+ | 78 pieces

MOB-101 | $28.50

The construction toy offering countless possibilities!  The basic geometric elements can be 
easily combined using various connectors. In no time a windmill becomes a helicopter with a 
movable propeller. Once children have familiarised themselves with the versatility of Mobilo, 
they can create an infinite number of models without any limits to imagination! 

Mobilo Work Cards
These double-sided durable work cards inspire 
construction by displaying Mobilo models that can 
be built�  The cards offer three levels from beginners 
to advanced builders�        
Ages 3+ | 16 cards

MOB-113L | $25.50

Mobilo

Easy to grip 
& clip 

together!
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Polydron

       Giant Polydron Cogs  
- 58 pieces
Children can create a structure by 
assembling the easy to use squares 
and triangles� Virtually any shape can 
be made and this variety of possible 
constructions encourages children to 
explore their creative thinking� Cogs 
are added by simply pushing them into 
place� They ingeniously mesh together 
either on a flat surface or at an angle of 
90 degrees� Once connected, just turn 
one cog and see the rest of them rotate! 
Suitable for both indoor and outdoor 
use, the pieces in this set are made from 
super tough plastic and are safe, durable 
and lightweight� Set contains 24 Squares, 
4 Equilateral Triangles, 10 Gear Squares, 
20 Gears and a Poster� 
Ages 2+ | 58 pieces

PD-707070 | $224.90

       Giant Polydron Class Set - 80 pieces
This product encourages children to make and recognise 
dimensional shapes such as a rocket, star or boat� The shapes 
are designed so they are easy for little hands to manipulate� 
This product is heavily textured on one side to help users 
recognise different shapes and forms and also marked 
with Braille to help children be aware of alternative forms 
of communication� A must for all early years and special 
needs environments� Set contains 40 Squares, 40 Equilateral 
Triangles and a Poster 
Ages 2+ | 80 pieces

PD-707010 | $254.50

       Giant Polydron Set - 40 pieces
This product encourages children to make and 
recognise 2 and 3 dimensional shapes such as a 
rocket, star or boat� The shapes are designed so they 
are easy for little hands to manipulate� This product 
is heavily textured on one side to help users recognise 
different shapes and forms and also marked with 
Braille to help children be aware of alternative 
forms of communication� Set contains 20 Squares, 20 
Equilateral Triangles and a Poster 
Ages 2+ | 40 pieces

PD-707000 | $145.90

Polydron is renowned worldwide for its quality and versatility.  It is specifically designed and 
developed to meet the demanding requirements of the modern classroom.

Prices exclude GST
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       Polydron Mighty Tub 
- 200 pieces
Use this set to cover all the activities in the 
‘Mathematics with Polydron’ resource book� Packed 
in a sturdy case for easy transportation� Set contains 
24 Frameworks Right Angle Triangles, 24 Frameworks 
Squares, 48 Frameworks Equilateral Triangles, 20 
Polydron Squares, 80 Polydron Equilateral Triangles, 3 
Swivel Joints, 4 Wheels, Hubcaps, Struts and Squares 
with gimbals, and a leaflet� 
Ages 4+ | 200+ pieces

PD-205005R | $156.50

       Translucent Polydron Basic Set 
- 164 pieces
Great for budding builders, this 164 piece starter set 
contains 3 key shapes (squares, equilateral triangles and 
pentagons) which allows children to construct 2D and 3D 
shapes with ease� Set contains 100 Equilateral Triangles, 
40 Squares, 24 Pentagons and Exploring Polydron activity 
booklet� 
Ages 4+ | 164 pieces

PD-103005TR | $192.50

       Polydron Wheels Set - 12 pieces
Set contains 4 wheels, 4 axle mounts and 4 stub axles� 
Ages 4+ | 12 pieces

PD-101001 | $34.90

       
        Polydron School Geometry 
Set - 270 pieces
Use this set to cover all the activities in the 
‘Mathematics with Polydron’ resource book� Packed 
in a sturdy case for easy transportation� Set contains 
80 Equilateral Triangles, 40 Right Angle Triangles, 
60 Isosceles Triangles, 24 Root, 2 Triangles, 30 
Squares, 20 Hexagons, 12 Pentagons and 2 Polydron 
Protractors� 
Ages 4+ | 270 pieces

PD-103020 | $326.50
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Marble Runs

Marble Xcellerator
Xcellerator combines speed and spin� A spiralling funnel, 
a mix of straight and curved rails, and 10 accelerators 
challenge Quadrilla builders in new directions and 
dimensions� 
Ages 4+ | 136 pieces | 54cm (H)

HA-E6007 | $174.90

Tumble Trax Magnetic Marble Run
Get critical thinking skills rolling! Create your own 
unique marble run with long, short and curved 
magnetic pieces - then drop the marble from the 
highest point to see your design come to life! Take the 
challenge to the next level, by building the designs 
pictured on the activity cards� Ages 5+ | 14 magnetic 
foam pieces, 4 marbles and 10 activity cards | Longest pieces 
measure 25cm (L) x 5cm (W)

LER-2821 | $39.90

       Create-a-Maze
Put your best-laid plans into motion with this brain-boosting, 
make-you-think game! Build a maze with curvy, colourful pieces 
by following the designs pictured on the Activity Cards� Then, 
push hand-eye coordination to the limit as you map a path 
through the maze, tilting the board and guiding the ball around 
the obstacles and into the goal� Give it a try by creating your own 
design! It’s a one-of-a-kind challenge that revs up engineering 
and critical thinking skills� Endless combinations of designs 
provide multiple levels of play�  
Ages 5+ | Includes Maze board and base, 17 Maze pieces, 4 balls & 10 
Activity Cards | 1-4 players 

LER-2823 | $45.90

Marble Roundabout
The Roundabout is small and mighty� Although 
it’s geared for beginning Quadrilla builders, it 
can be leveled up—and up—with add-ons for 
more advanced builders� 
Ages 4+ | 91 pieces | 44cm (H)

HA-E6005 | $88.50

Prices exclude GST
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Beginner’s Deluxe Building Set
Includes colourful gears, cranks, connectors and 
interlocking bases�  The perfect beginning set! 
Set of 95 pieces | Ages 3+

LER-9162 | $59.90

Lights & Action
Includes a power motor, flashing lights, glow-in-the-dark 
stickers, springs, gears and more in a handy storage tub�  
Button-cell batteries for flashing lights included�  Motor 
requires 3 AA batteries, not included� 
Set of 121 pieces | Ages 3+

LER-9209 | $106.90

Super Set
Includes plenty of plastic gears, connectors and 
interlocking bases in a convenient, giant storage tub�   
Set of 150 pieces | Ages 3+ 

LER-9164 | $84.90

Get “little engineers” building!  Hands-on construction sets with spinning 
gears help build problem solving, critical thinking and perseverance skills.

Robot Factory
Mix, match and create your own land of colourful 
robots�  Set of 79 pieces includes robots, cranes, springs, 
stickers and more!  Robots are interchangeable and 
can be connected on to gears or stacked together for 
creative building fun�  Mix-and-match pieces add to the 
fun and allow for endless combinations and designs�       
Ages 4+ | 79 pieces

LER-9225 | $64.90 

Combine any 
of our Gears 
sets for even 

more  
imagination 

and fun!
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Connectors

       Building Wheels- 120 pieces
Make colourful connections! These durable plastic wheels build 
vertically and horizontally for open-ended construction� Can be 
completely washed and sanitized for classroom use� Includes 
stackable storage bin for years of use� 
Ages 18+ months | 120 pieces | Wheels measure 44mm (W)

CL-SPOKES | $52.90

       Tower Building Set  
- 50 pieces
Build towering structures with this unique 
construction set� Construction toys stimulate 
and develop necessary skills and imagination in 
children� 
Ages 3+ | 50 pieces | Largest piece measures 76mm (L)

CL-TOW | $31.90

       Pipetubes - 80 pieces
Mix and match these building tubes to create pipelines, 
telescopes and simple chains� Addresses multiple STEM 
objectives including asking, observing, gathering data, 
defining problems, developing and improving objects or tools 
to solve problems, and creating models� Set includes 80 pieces: 
32 straight pipes, 32 elbow pipes, 8 criss-cross pipes, 8 T-shaped 
pipes� 
Ages 3+ | 80 pieces | Largest piece measures 67mm

CL-PIPETUBES | $44.90

Architetrix Constructor Set
Build bigger right out of the box with 
Architetrix! Start in one dimension to 
create a flat shape� Add nodes and rods to 
add dimensions� 
Ages 4+ | 97 pieces

HA-E5527 | $27.90

Prices exclude GST
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All About Me Buddy Builders
Stretch imaginations to new heights!  Little ones will 
enjoy stacking and building fun with this set of 35 
figures�  Connectors in the hands match the connectors 
in the feet for easy stacking and multiple poses allow for 
building vertically� Perfect for learning colours, sorting 
and developing fine motor skills�   
Ages 3+ | 35 pieces | Pieces measure 7.6cm (H) 

LER-1081 | $28.90 

Geometric Shapes Building Set
Create endless opportunities for students to build 
and explore shapes!  Combine sticks in 3 sizes, along 
with curves for making circles and cylinders, with 2 
different types of connectors to build 2-D shapes!  
Child-friendly set features durable sticks, curves and 
connectors�  Includes 90 sticks in 3 sizes, 32 curves, 48 
connectors and activity guide� 
170 pieces | Ages 5+

LER-1776 | $64.90

       Klikko School Set - 800 pieces
Easy to construct, simply snap pieces together using the 
connectors or join pieces together directly� Basic shapes 
can be used as the foundations for complex models� The 
flexible connections fold and turn freely (0-360 degrees!) 
even after construction, allowing transformations from 2D 
to 3D objects without breaking� 
Ages 18+ months | 800 pieces 

LT-KS800 | $186.90

       Magformers - 30 Pieces
Use the power of magnets and imagination to create 
unique structures with the Magformers cool magnetic 
building panels� It has intelligent magnet technology that 
allows tiles to lock and unlock at your command� Bright 
and vibrant panels allow children to discover action and 
reaction as well as teaching early geometry skills� Use the 
power of magnets and take building to a whole new level!  
Ages 3+ | 30 pieces | Up to 60mm

JZ-7630 | $96.90

       Magformers - 62 Pieces
Use the power of magnets and imagination to create 
unique structures with the Magformers cool magnetic 
building panels� It has intelligent magnet technology 
that allows tiles to lock and unlock at your command� 
Bright and vibrant panels allow children to discover 
action and reaction as well as teaching early geometry 
skills� Use the power of magnets and take building to a 
whole new level!  
Ages 3+ | 62 pieces | Up to 60mm

JZ-7662 | $192.90
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       SmartMax Extention 
- 6 Medium & 6 Long 
Pieces
Ages 1+ | 6 medium & 6 long pieces

LT-SMX105 | $41.90

       SmartMax Extention 
- 6 balls 
Ages 1+ | 6 balls

LT-SMX103 | $21.90

       SmartMax Extention 
- 6 Curved Bars
Ages 1+ | 6 bars

LT-SMX101 | $21.90

       SmartMax School Set - 100 
Pieces
Contains 18 long bars, 48 small bars, 8 curved bars 
and 26 balls� 
Ages 1+ | 100 pieces

LT-SMX900 | $312.90

       SmartMax School Set - 42 
Pieces
Contains 12 long bars, 18 small bars and 12 balls� 
Ages 1+ | 42 pieces

LT-SMX501 | $126.90

Colourful and safe magnetic construction toys for young children. SmartMax magnets have 
the correct strength for their purpose and are made out of the the highest quality material 
that can be found. These magnets can carry up to 60 times their own weight. The bars have 
different colours as a code. Larger bars have stronger magnets than smaller ones.

SmartMax

Prices exclude GST
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Rainbow Peg Play Activity Set
Practice colours, numbers, shapes and hand-eye coordination 
with 30 Rainbow Stacking Pegs, double-sided tactile mat and two 
91cm laces� Oversize, hexagon-shaped pegs in 6 colours are easy to 
grasp� Reversible mat is printed on one side for number and shape 
practice� Activity Guide included� 
Ages 2+ | Mat measures 22cm

LER-0594 | $34.90

Design & Drill Activity Set 
Power up kids imagination!  Help them build 
coordination and creative thinking skills as they drill 
their very own designs or specific pictures if they 
follow the activity cards provided� Just snap any 
of the drill bits into the power drill or screwdriver, 
grab a handful of big bolts and turn on the learning 
fun!  Includes power drill, wrench, screwdriver, 120 
big bolts in 5 colours, 3 bits and 2 colourful pattern 
cards to follow�  Requires 3 AA batteries, not 
included� 
147 pieces | Ages 3 to 6

EI-4112 | $64.90

Patterning

Great for  
coordination!

       Pegs Activity Set
Develop fine motor skills, sorting, counting and patterning�  
Also great for developing creative designs!  Set includes 600 
pegs in 6 bright colours, 4 clear peg boards, and 15 x double 
sided activity cards� 
Ages 3+ | 619 pieces

EC-39472 | $54.90

Available March
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       Hammer-It Tacks
Use Hammer-It Tacks to hammer different 
wooden shapes onto the Hammer-It 
Corkboard�  
Pack of 60

EC-HT60 | $2.90

       Hammer-It Farm 
Shapes
Hammer these wooden farm animal 
shapes onto the reusable Hammer-It 
Corkboards�  
150 pieces | Size 35mm to 50mm 

EC-HTSZ300G | $22.90

       Red Hammer
Hammer made from hard plastic with  
wooden handle for hammering 
tacks into corkboards� 
Size 150mm (L) 
ED-522380 | $4.50

       Hammer-It Wooden 
Geometric Shapes
A packet of 150 coloured geometric pieces� 
150 pieces | Size Size 35mm to 50mm

EC-HTS300G | $28.90

Hammer-It Set
Young children can create colourful pictures by hammering these 
vibrantly coloured wooden pieces onto the soft reusable corkboards� 
This fun activity is ideal for developing their fine motor skills� Contains 
corkboard (30 x 25cm), hammer, 37 shapes and 36 tacks� 
Ages 4+ | 75 pieces

EC-HITSET1 | $17.90

Hammer-It School Pack
Young children can create colourful pictures by hammering these vibrantly 
coloured wooden pieces onto the soft reusable corkboards� This fun 
activity is ideal for developing their fine motor skills� This economical bulk 
pack for classroom use contains 8 corkboards, 8 hammers, 150 shapes and 
240 tacks� 
Ages 4+ | 406 pieces

EC-HTSCH1 | $128.90

Available March

       Hammer-It Corkboard
Ideal to use when creating geometric 
masterpieces! 
Size 300 x 225 x 10mm

EC-CORKB8 | 1 board | $12.90 each 
       Buy 8+ boards | $11.90 each

Prices exclude GST
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Screwy Nuts & Bolts Game
This ever-fascinating nuts and bolts game requires 
children to copy the various colour/shape sequences�  
Includes 8 assignment cards, 64 multi-coloured plastic 
geometric pieces, manual and wooden storage box�     
72 pieces | Wooden Box Size 40 x 34 x 8cm

ED-522046 | $102.50

Bead Sequencing Set
Stack the brightly coloured beads on five hardwood dowels 
to match the pattern cards! Includes 46 brightly coloured 
wooden beads and 5 double-sided wooden pattern cards� 
The sturdy wooden storage box contains all the pieces and 
holds the dowels upright for playtime� The 10 patterns 
increase in difficulty to build matching, sequencing and 
fine motor skills� 
Ages 4 to 6

MD-0570 | $65.90

Rainbow Beads and Threaders
200 beads in 10 colours with 10 long plastic threaders and 
a coloured booklet with 19 activities� 
200 pieces | Threaders measure 1m (L) 

TFC-10705 | $34.90

Links Counters
An excellent item for sorting, patterning, measurement 
and graphing� Links come in 4 colours� 
500 pieces | Links measure 4 x 2cm

TFC-30090 | $34.90

       Attributes Nuts & Bolts
Little builders tackle the basics with large nuts and bolts 
that fit together easily� Children learn shapes, colours 
and counting while they develop their fine motor skills�   
Ages 3+ | Includes 32 bolts and 32 nuts & plastic storage 
container

LER-4318 | $45.90

Beads and Pattern Card Set
Colourful wooden spheres, cubes and cylinders provide 
plenty of patterning practice, a prerequisite for early 
reading and maths activities�  Set includes 20 Activity 
Cards, 108 beads in 6 colours, 2 x 91cm laces with plastic 
tips and activity guide�  
130 pieces

LER-0139 | $49.90
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Geoboards - Large
These colourful isometric 23cm square 
geoboards are double-sided with 11 x 11 
pin grid array on one side and an 11 x 11 
triangular pin grid on the other�  Each set 
includes 6 colours and a pack of 120 elastic 
bands�      
Set of 6

EC-139 | $45.90

Bands for Geoboards
Replacement bag of 30 assorted size and 
colour bands to suit Geoboards�   
Pack of 30 bands 
EC-140 | $1.00

Geoboards - Small
These colourful double-sided 15cm square 
geoboards feature a 24-pin circular array 
on one side and a 5 x 5 pin-grid on the 
other�  Each set includes 6 colours and a 
pack of 120 elastic bands�      
Set of 6

EC-138 | $24.90

       Geo Mirror
Polished surface clearly reflects images for lessons on symmetry, 
congruency, lines and planes� Use for drawing angles and 
bisectors, perpendicular and parallel lines� 
1 piece | Mirror size 15cm (L)

TFC-17103 | $7.90

       Junior GeoLand
The Junior GeoLand mirror set will stimulate children’s imagination 
and allow them to explore symmetry and reflection with their 
creative designs� They will also want to look into the mirrors and 
see their own multi-image reflections� Set includes 3 vertical acrylic 
mirrors, one semicircular horizontal acrylic mirror, plastic frame with 
degree graduations, 30 pattern blocks, 50 GeoStix, and 64 x double 
sided activity cards� 
149 pieces

EC-22242 | $86.90 

Available March

Prices exclude GST
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Giant Foam Floor  
Pattern Blocks
Hit the floor to compare, create, 
compose and decompose shapes and 
patterns!  Use all or just a few of the 49 
pieces to create beautiful symmetrical 
designs�  Features 6 shapes (triangle, 
trapezoid, rhombus, parallelogram, 
hexagon, square) in a rainbow of 
colours�  
Set of 49 | Size approx 10cm | Ages 3+

LER-4357 | $49.90

Tangrams Brights Classpack
Invented in China, the tangram is a 7-piece square 
puzzle that has challenged learners of all ages for 
over one thousand years� Tangrams Classpack includes 
210 shaped pieces—enough to make 30 tangrams—
including small, medium and large triangles, squares, 
and parallelograms, all in 6 vibrant colours� Perfect for 
engaging the entire class in learning play involving 
shape identification, comparison and composition, 
symmetry and more� Your classroom will never look the 
same!  Includes Activity Guide�  
Ages 5+ | 210 pieces

LER-3554 | $49.90

Shapes Don’t Bug Me!
Create masterpieces while becoming 
familiar with geometric shapes!  Fun 
and friendly maths activity set engages 
children in composing 2-D shapes�  Pieces 
are relational and translucent, so there 
are several ways to “paint” each picture!  
Includes twenty 20 x 20cm double-sided 
Activity Cards (40 activities), 136 pieces 
in 14 different shapes and 7 colours (2 
different squares, rectangle, 5 different 
triangles, hexagon, trapezoid, rhombus, 
circle, half-circle, quarter-circle)�   
40 activities | Ages 5+

LER-1762 | $42.90

49 
pieces!
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Analyse, compare and compose 2-D shapes with sets of 
pattern blocks conveniently stored in a bucket�  Use the 6 
shapes and colours to explore symmetry, practice linear and 
area measurement and more!   
Set of 250 | Pieces are 5mm thick

LER-0134 | $34.90

Pattern Block Design Cards
Analyse, compare and decompose shapes!  Thirty-six designs, 
varying in complexity, entertain and encourage geometric 
exploration� Use with LER-0134 Plastic Pattern Block Set (shown 
above)�  Great for patterning and reasoning practice� Includes 
teacher activity guide� 
36 design cards 

LER-0264 | $25.90

Developing Mathematics with 
Pattern Blocks Book
This book provides a range of developmental 
activities to encourage the best use of maths 
manipulatives in the classroom�  A full-colour teacher 
reference resource, which also includes blackline 
master student worksheets�  Clear illustrations and 
photographs for ease of use� 
Suitable for primary and intermediate teachers

RIC-6001 | $48.90

50 Pattern Block Activities
50 Pattern Block Activities is a set of 50 double-sided 
activity cards for teaching maths skills with pattern blocks�  
Topics include: shapes, symmetry, perimeter, tessellation, 
series, area, angles, time, flip, slide, rotation, reflection, 
hexiamonds, internal angles, trading and fractions�  The 
front side provides teaching objectives, resources used and 
procedure�  The other side provides visual examples�  Math 
manipulatives used effectively throughout and presented 
using clear photography�  
50 double-sided activity cards

JR-329 | $30.90 50 
activities!

Prices exclude GST


